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Secrets, Sex and Superstition play out in this hot debut erotic romance,
Propositions, by Tania Joyce.
Jessica Mason didn’t expect that one proposition with hotel billionaire, Nate Somers, would
change her life forever.
BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA, Mar 26 – Australian based author Tania Joyce, will debut her erotic
romance Propositions on March 26, 2015 with Momentum Books (Pan MacMillan). This
novel delivers dramatic events, endearing relationships and some thrilling love scenes that
will keep you turning the pages.
Set in Sydney’s (Australia) Darling Harbour and the scenic wine region of the Hunter Valley,
Tania Joyce’s debut novel is a hot and steamy contemporary story about successful business
woman, Jessica Mason, a divorcee mother with a grown son. Everything changes when she
meets Nate Somers, a British workaholic billionaire and she has to take on the account for
opening his new hotel on Darling Harbour.
“Getting ‘the email’ from Haylee Nash, Acquisitions Editor at Pan MacMillan is life
changing,” says Tania Joyce. “I opted for a career change just over three years ago and I’ve
worked hard to learn the art of writing, editing, developing structure, plotting and creating
meaningful characters. Now being under contract with Pan MacMillan is the ultimate
reward for all my efforts.”
Ms Joyce notes that being part of The Romance Writers Association of Australia (RWA), a
supportive writing group and having a fantastic editor have helped her to achieve her goals.
The willingness to learn and rework her story as required to strengthen it has contributed to
her success.
“I love the romance genre. Propositions was so much fun to write. People reading this novel
will be able to easily relate to the more mature-aged hero and heroine. Propositions is full of
mind-blowing and emotional events that the main character, Jessica, experiences on her
journey to find her Happy Ever After.”
Tania Joyce’s Propositions is the first book in the series, with the sequel out in due course.
This debut novel is fast-paced, sexy and will transport you into the corporate world and the
grandeur of large events. It is definitely an emotional roller-coaster!

Propositions is available for purchase from all good ebook retailers including Amazon and
Kobo or directly from Momentum. Print-On-Demand option is available at Momentum.








Amazon US
Amazon UK
Amazon AUS
iTunes
Kobo
Barnes and Noble
Momentum Books - Ebook and Print-On-Demand

For more information about ‘Propositions’, please visit www.taniajoyce.com, email
tania@taniajoyce.com or contact Patrick Lenton, Momentum Books,
patrick.lenton@momentumbooks.com.au or phone (+612) 8021 0705.

Blurb
Propositions by Tania Joyce
No strings attached ... or so she thought.
Following years of sacrifice and struggle, Jessica Mason now co-owns a successful marketing
agency in Sydney. All Jessica wants to do is focus on growing her business and maintain the
lifestyle she's worked so hard to achieve. But everything changes when her agency wins a
major contract for the opening of the new Somers Hotel and she has to take on the account.
Nate Somers is a workaholic trying to please his retiring father. When he meets captivating,
go-getting Jessica, the prospect of a short-term love affair sounds like a proposition he'd be
crazy to decline.
But when Jessica spends a weekend away at her favorite vineyard retreat, she runs into Troy
Smith, the ex-boyfriend who left her broken and vulnerable years ago. Things don't go to
plan when the well-kept secrets from her past are revealed and Troy starts weaving his way
back into her life.
With her business at stake and hearts at risk, Jessica's future is destined to change. Who will
end up making Jessica a proposition she simply cannot refuse?

About the Author
Tania Joyce is an Australian author of Erotic, New Adult and Contemporary Romance novels.
Her stories thread romance, drama and passion into beautiful locations ranging from the
dazzling lights of Sydney Harbour or the glitter of New York, to the rural countryside of the
Hunter Valley or Darling Downs.
She’s widely travelled, has a diverse background in the corporate world and has a love for
shopping, shoes and Shiraz. She’s rarely seen without glitter, sparkle and stilettos. Her quirk
is she collects key rings everywhere she goes and often has an intriguing tale about each
one.
Tania draws on all her real-life experiences and combines them with her very vivid dreams
to form the foundation of her novels. She likes to write about strong-minded, careeroriented heroes and heroines that go through drama-filled hell, have steamy encounters
and risk everything as they endeavour to find their happy-ever-after.
She grew up loving books like Anne of Green Gables, reading the classics like Pride and
Prejudice, and getting lost in the world of fantasy, like The Wheel of Time Series by Robert
Jordan, before finding her home in the romance genre.
Only unearthing the desire to write after having children, Tania now shuffles the hours in
her day between part-time work, full-time family life and never-finding-enough-time to
write. One day she hopes to find balance! She lives in Queensland with her husband and
two boys. When she’s not writing, she enjoys camping, hot yoga, and the company of
friends and family – especially if it’s over a glass of wine!

